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Welcome!

1. Please take ONE handout PER FAMILY.

2. Sit with your family.



Welcome and Introductions



Housekeeping Details 

• Bathrooms

• Respect the clock

• Early bird drawings

• Class dates

• Save everything

• Anthology

• 6-Word Summaries

• Nourishment

• Emails



Spreading Writing Love Like Butter on Bread!

• People who love writing are often lifelong writers!

• Sharing stories with other writers helps create lifelong writers. 
“Nothing we teach about writing matters if students never do it again 
in their lives.  It’s not whether students become professional 
writers…but whether writing becomes a tool they use for responding 
to the world – to comfort, to convince, to pay tribute, to 
commemorate, to celebrate, and to speak out.” -Carl Anderson



Overview of Family of Writers Meetings

• Same format for classes 1, 2, and 3.
• 1. Big idea

• 2. Mentor text and writing invitation

• 3. Treats

• 4. Write

• 5. Share

• 6. Early bird drawing

•Last class is a publication party!



Lifelong Writers

1.Initiate writing.

2.Write well.

3.Use a process.



Elements of Writing Well

• Communicate meaning. (Next year’s focus.)
• Use genre knowledge.
• Structure writing.
• Write with detail. Focus for this season of FOW.
• Give writing voice. (Last year’s focus.) 
• Use conventions.



Tonight’s Big Idea About Details

• Ralph Fletcher says, “Maybe the single most important lesson you can 
learn as a writer is to write small. A single detail can sometimes give 
you a window into a whole person’s life.”

• This doesn’t mean you actually write small.

•Describe one thing that will show 
readers the bigger picture.



Example from Ralph Fletcher

One Big Detail that’s General & Vague

• My grandma loves to cook 
Italian food.

Small Details that Create a BIG picture!

• My grandma loves to cook 
manicotti, veal cutlet parmesan, 
and crusty bread like you’ve never 
had.

• Over the years she’s cut so much 
garlic that the smell is forever 
soaked into her warped cutting 
board.

• She hums while kneading her 
bread dough.



You Got This



Mentor Text: 5 Loves and a Dud

•Reading like a reader: 
•Read to have fun, and understand the writing.

•Reading like a WRITER: 
•Read to find parts YOU MIGHT BE ABLE TO USE 
IN YOUR OWN WRITING! 



Writing Invitation

• Quick write** a list of 5 loves and 1 Dud. Then, pick ONE love or ONE 
dud and write about it with big and SMALL details.

• Use the structure and look of my piece as a model for your own.

• See handout suggestions for loves and dud topics, plus ways to begin 
sentences.

• Be aware of your audience – parents and kids will be hearing these.

• Don’t worry about picking the perfect, perfect 5 loves and a dud. This 
piece just reflects some things you love (or don’t) in this moment.

** I bet you’re wondering what quick write means!!!!



Quick Writing

• Write for 13 minutes and 29 seconds without stopping.

• Don’t worry about spelling.  Use the words that are perfect for your piece 
even if you have no idea how to spell them.

• If you get stuck, write xoxoxoxxoxoxxoxo until you aren’t anymore. When 
you finish, you can go back and cross those xoxoxoxoxox’s out.  

• No talking or moving around or crunching food wrappers. Respect the 
creative energy that’s flowing in this room.  

• If you have a question, trust yourself.  Answer it yourself.  Write what you 
want to write!  

• I will tell you when we have one minute left.

• If you finish early, reread your piece  Notice what you love!



Be Gentle With Your Writer Self

• Go for it. Put yourself on that piece of paper.

• No grades. It’s all good. Only positive comments about writing will be 
heard in this room. You are surrounded by an audience who loves you 
– or at least one person who does!

• Write a crummy first draft.  It’s OK!  

• Crummy writing helps you get to the good stuff.

• It’s part of the process.

• Get some treats – writers need to be nourished!



Writing Invitation

• Quickwrite a list of 5 loves and 1 Dud. Then, pick ONE love or ONE 
dud and write about it with big and SMALL details.

• Use the structure and look of my piece as a model for your own.

• See handout suggestions for loves and dud topics, plus ways to begin 
sentences.

• Be aware of your audience – parents and kids will be hearing these.

• Don’t worry about picking the perfect, perfect 5 loves and a dud. This 
piece just reflects some things you love (or don’t) in this moment.



Golden Lines

• Parents and students, reread your own piece.

• Underline the ONE sentence you like the best.



Sharing

• Peter Elbow says, “When we read our words to others, we learn 
about our writing with enormous efficiency simply by feeling the 
shapes of our words and sentences in our mouths and hearing them 
in our ears.  It’s an easy way to learn about writing.  Hear what you 
like and imitate it.  Hear what you don’t like and get rid of it.”

• Sharing Plan
• First: Parent and child(ren) share with each other. 

• Next: A few volunteers share with the entire room.



SAY BACK Response

• Listen TO A WRITER READ HIS OR HER PIECE.

• IF NECESSARY, ASK TO HEAR IT AGAIN.

• IF NECESSARY, JOT DOWN KEY WORDS.

• Say back WHAT STANDS OUT, USING THE WRITER’S EXACT WORDS.  THIS CAN BE AN 
ENTIRE SENTENCE OR JUST A FEW WORDS. NO critique.  NO advice.

• Ask if it’s OK to discuss WHAT THE WRITER DID TO MAKE THOSE WORDS WORTH SAYING 
BACK!

• Ask YOURSELF:  DO I WANT TO DO THE SAME THING IN MY OWN WRITING?





Next Meeting

• I’ll see you again on 1/17.

• Same time. Same place.

• No prep for you. Just come ready to write.

• Arrive on or before 6PM to be eligible for the early bird drawing.



Writing wisdom before the drawing!

• “When you write, try to leave out all the parts the readers skip.”
• -Elmore Leonard

• …and the early bird winner is….


